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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2248-Celia was his real

girlfriend.

However, as things developed, David had no idea how to deal

with his relationship with so many women.

He knew that Celia had already accepted everything, but David

still felt bad.

That was why he kept delaying it until now and still had no

solution.

‘Gosh, just thinking about it gives me a headache.’

David did not want to disappoint and hurt every woman who

was kind to him and willing to sacrifice for him.

It was estimated the environment he grew up in from a young

age has created this kind of character that was neither good

nor bad.

At that time, he stayed at his Uncle Bobby’s house and Uncle

Bobby’s family received compensation for his parent’s death,

but they did not give David the corresponding respect.

He would get beaten and scolded.

Moreover, what he ate was the food left over by the family to

feed the dog.

He lived in fear and dread every day.

After experiencing this kind of dire straits, David knew to

cherish everyone around him who treated him well.



It did not matter if one called him grateful or stupid.

In short, one’s character could not develop overnight, but once

formed, it would be really difficult to change.

After he walked to Celia’s bed and sat down, he reached out

and stroked her pretty face gently.

It was unknown what sweet dreams Celia was having. She

had a smile on the corner of her lips.

Feeling the delicateness of her hand while looking at her

smiling in her dream, David started grinning too.

Perhaps he was stroking with more strength, Celia who was

deep in slumber felt the strokes and slowly woke up.

After she opened her groggy eyes, she was alarmed when she

saw a shadow in front of her.

“Who are you?” Celia sat up quickly, held her blanket tightly,

and asked nervously.

Without waiting for the other party to answer, she wanted to

call out loudly to wake up everyone else.

Celeste lived next door to Celia, so Celia would not be afraid

of this guy who appeared out of nowhere.

Celeste was so strong, so she would definitely beat the

person in front of her to the ground.

David also saw Celia panicking, so he leaned forward and

covered her mouth to prevent her from screaming.

If Celia woke everyone, their time alone would be ruined.

It was hard to find such an opportunity.



“Ugh!” Celia was struggling violently as her mouth was

covered.

She did not expect the person in front of her to be so bold as

to attack her.

‘Does he not know where this is?

‘Does he not know that my man, David, is the number one

strongest man in Star Kingdom?

‘Everyone in Star Kingdom regards David as their idol.

‘This person is so bold!

‘Hmm?

‘What is this scent?

‘Why does it feel familiar?’

Before Celia could figure it out, a voice said in her ear.

“Celia, don’t be afraid, it’s me!”

After speaking, David let go of his hand.

He knew that after Celia knew, she would not scream.

At this moment, Celia was completely dumbfounded.

‘This familiar scent. This familiar voice.

‘This person in front of me is the David I’ve been thinking

about day and night?’

“D-David? I-Is this really you?” Celia asked with a trembling

voice.



She was still too weak to have night vision.

So, she could only see David’s silhouette.

“Of course! If not, what man would dare barge into your room

in the middle of the night to look for you? I will tear him to

pieces!” David chuckled.

After he said that, he felt a soft body leaning against his arms

to hold him tightly.

These days, he had been holding that little girl. Eventhough

she was also soft, it was not the same.

He lightly put his hand on Celia’s back.

The two held each other and did not say anything.

David was also enjoying the silence.

It has been a long time since he was alone with his girlfriend

Celia like this.


